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Introduction 
It is not always easy to distinguish between research and development or 
demonstration system and product in the area of Machine Translation (MT) 
however, it is useful to distinguish between fully automatic machine translation, 
human-assisted machine translation and machine-assisted human translation all 
of which fall within the purview of MT. In this article the focus is exclusively on 
the first of these, fully automatic machine translation.  
The mid-1980’s on into the early 1990’s marked the zenith of linguistically 
inspired, rule-based approaches to MT. Major projects included Eurotra (Europe, 
1982-1993; Durand, et al. 1991), the fifth generation initiative (Japan, 1981-
1993; Nagao 1989) and various small experimental systems in the US (e.g., 
Carnegie Mellon University – Goodman & Nirenburg 1991; New Mexico State 
University – Farwell & Wilks, 1991; University of Maryland – Dorr 1993 among 
others) which culminated in the Pangloss-Mikrokosmos Spanish-English 
Knowledge-Based MT system (Nirenburg 1995). But, in no small measure it was 
the US government funded MT initiative from 1991 through 1995 through which 
Pangloss was funded which led to a profound shift in focus for MT R&D (and not 
simply for MT but for all NLP tasks). That same initiative also funded the 
development of Candide (Brown, et al. 1993), a French-English statistics-based 
MT system developed at IBM which to this day is the paradigm for statistics-based 
approaches. Equally importantly, the initiative funded the development of a 
framework for evaluating and comparing the performances of different systems 
over a “comparable” task (White & O’Connell 1994). The upshot of this initiative 
was that Candide out-performed Pangloss on the evaluation task and, in fact, 
almost performed as well as Systran French-English, the leading commercial 
system that participated in the evaluation exercise, a rule-based system that had 
some 15 years of development behind it. Thus, almost more impressive than the 
translation results was the fact that those results were achieved by a relatively 
small research team (5 or so members) in a rather short time (roughly three to 
five years). 
This initiative had a profound effect on MT R&D. By the year 2000 there was a 
handful of groups around the world working on statistical MT (IBM Yorktown 
Heights., ISI, CMU, University of Aachen, and Karlsruhe University). A year earlier 
there was a summer workshop for researchers at Johns Hopkins where the 
participants were able to assemble an infrastructure and develop a respectable 
working system. By 2002 there were at least a dozen research groups around the 
world working on statistical MT and by 2005 at least one system, from Language 
Weaver, a spin-off from the ISI research group in California, had been installed at 
the CIA and incorporated into the workflow of intelligence analysts of documents 
in unfamiliar source languages. 
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Current MT R&D 
There are two major corpus-based approaches to Machine Translation that have 
become the focus of the research community. Obviously, given what has been 
presented thus far, there is a good deal of energy being expended on improving 
the state of the art of statistical systems. But there is also a fairly high degree of 
activity aimed at developing example-based MT. In addition, as has always been 
the case in this field, evaluation is receiving a good deal of attention. 
Statistical MT 
A prototypical stochastic system consists of three statistical models: alignment, 
translating (or decoding) and target language modeling for improving fluency. The 
first two are built by looking at parallel texts, lots of parallel texts, millions of 
words of parallel text if possible. The text is generally broken down into short 
units (such as sentences). The alignment model essentially provides statistics to 
answer questions such as the following: given the third word of the source 
language string, what is the likelihood its counterpart is the first word of the 
target language string, the second word of the target language string, the third 
word, and so on. Given the fourth word of the source language string, what is the 
likelihood that its counterpart is the first word of the target language string, the 
second word, and so on. Then by simply counting the number of times each case 
is true in a huge corpus and dividing by the number of strings altogether, the 
results is a set of likelihoods for each alignment. The translation model essentially 
provides answers to the following: given a word “s” (possibly in a specific 
context), what is the likelihood that its target language equivalent (the aligned 
counterpart) is “x,” is “y,” is “z,” and so on? The answer can be provided by 
simply looking at the aligned counterparts of all the occurrences of “s” (possibly in 
specific context) in the source language corpus and dividing by the total number 
of occurrences. Now when these two statistical models are applied to a sequence 
of words in a novel source language string, they will suggest a sequence of words 
in the target language. Actually, they will suggest any number of possible strings 
having different words (translations) in different orders (alignments). To select 
the most promising, the third model is applied, the target language model. 
Looking only at the target language text, this model essentially provides statistics 
to answer the following question: given words “a” and “b” in that order, what is 
the likelihood that the next word in the sequence is “c,” what is the likelihood that 
the next word is “d,” and so on for all the words of the language. To calculate 
these statistics, every sequence of “a” followed by “b” followed by “x” is inspected 
and, for each different word “x,” the number of occurrences and divide by the 
total number of “a b x” sequences in the corpus. Returning to the different 
translation suggested by the alignment and translation models, the target 
language model is applied to each suggestion in order to calculate which is the 
most probable. 
Generally this approach is better and better the larger the parallel corpus there is 
for training the models because the smaller the corpus, the more likely novel 
combinations of words will be encountered for which there is insufficient statistical 
information to make choices. On the other hand, there are so many possibilities 
to calculate that even modern CPU and storage capacities are such that it might 
take months or years to actually carry out all the necessary calculations. Thus we 
arrive at what is capturing the interest of statistical MT researchers. The basic 
issues are: 
• How can approximate a complete calculation be approximated so that the 
statistics are reliable but at the same time the calculation is possible within 
constraints of time and memory, 
• How can we improve each of the models (in particular, what parameters can we 
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use beside word form, word form sequences and word form alignments that might 
improve the estimates. 
In the former case, the expectation is that larger corpora (such as the world wide 
web) will inevitably lead to improved results. In addition, there have been 
experiments with different alignment techniques which focus on “segments” of 
sentences (e.g., Deng, et al. 2004) or bilingual parallel “segments” extracted from 
non parallel texts (e.g. Munteanu, et al. 2004). In the latter case, even such naïve 
additions word stems, part-of-speech or morphological information (case, 
number, noun-adjective agreement, verb-nominal agreement, etc.) have 
sometimes lead to improved performance (but not necessarily!). Yamuda and 
Knight (2001), for instance, describe a technique for developing syntactic transfer 
systems using aligned corpora in which at least one of the languages is 
syntactically annotated. In the near future there is sure to be experimentation 
using additional linguistically motivated morphosyntactic and possibly semantic 
parameters.  
Example-based MT 
A prototypical example-based system also is corpus based but it approaches the 
corpus with different assumptions and different goals. In this case the idea is to 
break the parallel corpus down into repeating translation units, constituent-sized 
templates generally, sequences of words with possible variables interspersed 
(such as “fishing license” – “permiso” or “licencia de pesca” vs “drivers license” – 
“carnet” or “permiso de conducer”) but including sequences of constituents as 
well (such as “level a building” – “arrasar un edificio” vs “level the score” – 
“igualar el marcador” vs “level charges against” – “hacer acusaciones en contra”) 
and on up to full sentence templates (such as “in for a penny, in for a pound” – 
“de perdidos, al rio”). These equivalence units are then stored in a large database 
which can later be used to support the translation process or such equivalences 
may be detected on the fly as part of the process of translation. In either case, 
during translation, the input text is first matched against the templates on the 
source language side of the example base and, if a match is found, the 
corresponding target template is available for generation. If no match is found, or 
if there is untranslated material corresponding to a template variable, then the 
text may be translated using a traditional rule-based system. In some sense, the 
equivalences in the example base are similar to the expressions recorded in a 
translation memory except, they may be so basic that any translator would think 
as too obvious to warrant recording and they may be so “literal” (e.g. it might 
include “level a building”, “level a barn”, “level a skyscraper”, and so on) as to not 
merit the time to record them. This approach was initially developed in the 1980’s 
by the Kyoto University MT research group working on a grammar-based 
approach to Japanese-English translation (Nagao 1984). It has three principle 
advantages. First, it allows for the treatment of discontinuous constituents such 
as “figure out” in English which often appears with intervening material as in 
“figure the answer out.” Second, it allows the translation system to deal with 
idiosyncratic collocational phenomena (which all of the examples above reflect). 
Finally, it allows the translation system increased potential to generate natural 
fluent as well as colloquial target language text. More recently, it also provides an 
additional advantage. It can be incorporated more easily into a rule-based MT 
system (as opposed to the combination of rule-based and statistics-based 
systems. 
As example-based approaches try to increase the use of the examples during 
processing (as opposed to applying a general grammar-based MT 
analyzer/generator) they appear to be slowly converging with statistical 
approaches (which conversely appear to be moving from a word-level focus to a 
constituent level focus). More recently, interest in example-based MT approach 
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has focused on trying to skip the construction of an example base and instead 
attempt to use the parallel corpus directly as a source of examples during the 
translation process. For this exercise to work, corpus alignment is extremely 
important, as it is for statistical approaches, although there is perhaps more 
concern for establishing a constituent level alignment as opposed to a word or 
string level alignment (e.g., Owczarzak, et al. 2006). In addition, there is a good 
deal interest in improving the matching process between source text and the 
source corpus of the parallel aligned corpus and long with merging target 
language text segments together to form fluent output (Brown, et al. 2003). 
Evaluation 
As mentioned earlier, a major outcome of the US government funded MT initiative 
in the early 1990’s was the development an evaluation methodology that could 
compare system performance on comparable tasks, the translation of texts in a 
common genre (namely, news articles) and of a similar length. That methodology 
however relied on human evaluators who assessed such factors as fidelity and 
fluency and as a result was both expensive and time consuming, especially from 
the perspective of MT developers. As a result, in the late 1990’s an automatic 
evaluation technique was developed at IBM which, while not especially useful as a 
diagnostic, was shown to correlate with human judgments of relative quality. 
BLEU (Papineni, et al. 2002), as the methodology is referred to, is a statistical 
metric which provides a score based on the number and length of text segments 
in an output translation which match text segments of one or more reference 
(human generated) translations. It is widely used at this point and helps 
developers by indicating whether a more recent version of their system performs 
better, on a par with or worse than a prior version as well as telling them how the 
performance of their system compares with others over a common test set. 
But BLEU has it draw backs not the least of which is the fact that test set have to 
be developed generally by human translators. It is not very insightful. It does not 
recognize categories of errors nor the strengths and weaknesses in some broad 
sense of different systems and so is not useful as a diagnostic tool. It is entirely 
focused on a throughput, that is, the relationship of the input and output texts. As 
a result, other evaluation methodologies have been proposed and there has been 
at least one effort, FEMTI (King, et al. 2003), to systematically analyze the 
objectives of an evaluation and to suggest a range of metrics based on objectives. 
Integrating fully automatic MT systems into translation process 
Statistical MT systems are fully automatic translators and cannot actually be 
integrated into the work stream of a particular translator. Rather, they are used 
replace the translator. But the quality, while much improved, is not especially 
good. Thus such systems are generally used to support document filtering for 
assimilation tasks such as information analysis, email and chat specifically for 
texts in languages unknown to a “customer.” In this case the system provides its 
translation such as it may be and the customer must decide whether the 
document appears to be worth closer investigation in which case it is passed to a 
human translator. There are some cases of applying fully automatic systems to 
dissemination tasks (e.g., job descriptions) especially if boring, repetitive, closed 
domain translation is involved. In these cases translations are automatically 
generated and then passed to a human, ideally monolingual, post-editor who 
produces a fluent version of the translation. In fact, one area of growing interest 
in the MT research community is in developing automatic (statistical) post-editors. 
In any case, the key here is that the task involve a domain-limited repetitive 
translation task and that the automatic translation are sufficiently high quality to 
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make post-editing more efficient (and lees expensive) than human translation. 
Using fully automatic MT for second language learning or translator 
training 
Using translation in language second language learning has been controversial for 
some time but for those who find it useful, fully automatic MT could conceivably 
be (and no doubt already have been) incorporated into on line reading, writing 
and translation exercises. Whether the system provides high quality translations 
or merely hints at the content of the source text, it might be used (obviously 
accordingly) to assist in understanding or producing texts in the language being 
acquired as well as to provide materials which need to be edited using knowledge 
of the language to be acquired. But this topic is outside the area of expertise and 
is best left to the interested reader. 
One area of potential benefit to both translator training and MT, however, would 
be activities that promote the development of corpora consisting of multiple 
translations (in a given target language) of a given set of source language 
documents, especially if the translation were annotated with linguistic information 
(morphological, syntactic and semantic information). For translators the central 
activity would be to compare and contrast translations, identifying wherever 
translation vary whether the variation is the result of an error (classification being 
useful), a non meaning impacting variation (i.e., essentially paraphrases 
communicating the same information content), or meaning bearing variations 
permissible within the set of possible (rational) interpretations of a text. The 
resultant corpus would benefit MT for both training and evaluating MT systems 
and presumably benefit developing translators by sensitizing them to the 
enormous range of plausible interpretations (and therefore translation) a text may 
have as well as providing an interesting methodology for evaluating a translator’s 
level of proficiency and improvement over time. 
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